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professional adult Stethoscopes 

With its minimal weight and custom-fitting headset and ear tips,  
the professional is one of the most comfortable and versatile 
general-use stethoscopes manufactured today. Its acoustics 
allow for accurate auscultation of cardiac, pulmonary, and 
vascular sounds. and the chestpieces in the adult, pediatric, and  
anesthesiology versions of the professional enable you to select  
a stethoscope that best meets your specific needs.  

 ■ general-use stethoscope
 ■ Stainless steel double-head (bell and flat 

diaphragm) chestpiece with nonchill rim
 ■ rotatable binaurals and interchangeable comfort sealing ear tips
 ■ latex-free

 

 5079-135 adult Stethoscope, 28" (71 cm), Black

 5079-137 adult Stethoscope, 28" (71 cm), Navy 

 5079-289 adult Stethoscope, 28" (71 cm), Blue 

 5079-139 adult Stethoscope, 28" (71 cm), Burgundy 

 5079-285 adult Stethoscope, 28" (71 cm), Forest green

 

 5079-123 adult diaphragm disc only

 5079-124 pediatric diaphragm disc only  

 5079-180 adult Bell Nonchill ring, Black 

 5079-181 adult Bell Nonchill ring, gray

 5079-182 pediatric Bell Nonchill ring, Black

 5079-183 pediatric Bell Nonchill ring, gray

 5079-126 adult diaphragm Nonchill ring, Black 

 5079-184 adult diaphragm Nonchill ring, gray

 5079-127 pediatric diaphragm Nonchill ring, Black 

 5079-185 pediatric diaphragm Nonchill ring, gray

 5079-195 Binaural/Spring assembly and tubing, 28”, Black 

 5079-196 Binaural/Spring assembly and tubing, 28”, green

 5079-197 Binaural/Spring assembly and tubing, 28”, Navy

 5079-199 Binaural/Spring assembly and tubing, 28”, Burgundy
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5079-135
adult Stethoscope

professional adult Stethoscope: accessories
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5079-145
pediatric Stethoscope

professional pediatric Stethoscopes

With its minimal weight and custom-fitting headset and ear tips,  
the professional is one of the most comfortable and versatile
general-use stethoscopes manufactured today. Its acoustics  
allow for accurate auscultation of cardiac, pulmonary, and  
vascular sounds.  

 ■ Meets all diagnostic needs, from detecting Korotkoff sounds 
of blood pressure to analyzing subtle heart murmurs

 ■ Stainless steel chestpiece intensifies body 
sounds transmitted through tissues

 ■ comfort sealing ear tips depress and conform to the 
shape of ear canals for soft yet airtight fit

 ■ latex-free 

 5079-145 pediatric Stethoscope, 28" (71 cm), Black

 5079-147 pediatric Stethoscope, 28" (71 cm), Navy 

 5079-149 pediatric Stethoscope, 28" (71 cm), Burgundy 

 5079-287 pediatric Stethoscope, 28" (71 cm), Forest green
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 5079-210  double Head chestpiece assembly (adult), gray

 5079-211  double Head chestpiece assembly (adult), Black

 5079-214  double Head chestpiece assembly (pediatric), Black

 5079-215  double Head chestpiece assembly (pediatric), gray

 5079-320   double Head chestpiece assembly (Infant), Black

 5079-172  Hard Ear tips (Medium), pair 

 5079-173  Hard Ear tips (large), pair 

 5079-313  comfort Sealing Ear tips (Small), gray

 5079-366  comfort Sealing Ear tips (large), Black 

 5079-170  comfort Sealing Ear tips (large), gray

 5079-367  comfort Sealing Ear tips (large), Navy

 5079-368  comfort Sealing Ear tips (large), Burgundy

 5079-369  comfort Sealing Ear tips (large), Forest green




